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A4+300 Series 
HiQ 

Thermal printer 
 

 
 

Thermopatch’s a4+300 series Thermal Transfer printers 
are one of a kind.  When you buy an a4+300 series 

printer you have three options, clean cutter (a4-2), 
perforation cutter (a4-3) or the standard (a4-1) sensor 

gap reader.   

The standard a4-1 prints the fastest (400+ labels per 
minute) utilizing the printer’s sensor and a variety of 

HiQ pre perforated size rolls.   
 

The clean and perforation cutter prints slower but 
incorporates the smart cut system; this gives the user 

the flexibility to customize their label size at their 
facility. This represents a significant savings because 

there is no down time switching between two or three 
different size labels.  The clean cutter cuts a HiQ label 
so it drops into a tray and the perforation cutter cuts a 

HiQ label but leaves it attached to the roll with 
perforations.  

 
All three will print an industrial label and/or a 

Cleanroom label that will hold up through the most 
rigorous wash cycles. 

Highlights 

 300 DPI Printhead 

 High Speed Printing 

 User Friendly 

 Easy Maintenance 

 Many Options available 

 2 Year Warranty 

The a4+300 series printers are available in a system (HiQa4-

1, -2 or -3) with a computer, label printing software, monitor 
and keyboard or by itself to be used with your computer 

system. 

Thermopatch offer’s a complete line of Windows based label 

printing software programs.  Our sales and customers service 
departments are standing by to help you discuss your 
computer and software needs. 

Make Your Mark 
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HiQ  
Thermal Labels 

 
 
 

Thermopatch’s HiQ soft, strong thermal labels have been 

developed to give the adhesion required for the industrial 
laundry and dry cleaning industries.  The combination of the 

labels and ink are extremely important part of this system.   
 

Not only does the HiQ have a white adhesive, but also has been 
manufactured thick enough to block out dark colors and stripes 

that may affect bar code printing.   
 
We also realize that all fabrics are not as smooth as the next, so 

with that in mind HiQ is ideal for bar coding textured (ribbed) 
garments because it will seal smooth on top of those fabrics. 

 
Each package is supplied with thermal ink included. 

 
 

Highlights 

 High Speed Printing 

 Correct amount of ink 
used every time 

 Many Sizes available 

 High Quality 

 Very Durable 
 

Perforated tape (TT) utilizes sensors in the thermal printer for high-speed printing.  
Continuous tape (TU) is cut by the printer to whatever size you choose.  IniTex tape (TI) is 

similar to TU tape, but once adhered you cannot remove it!  However you can heat-seal 
another label over it.  Hytex (HY) also uses the sensor, but is on a paper carrier and has a self-

adhesive backing, making placement of the Hytex label very easy. 
 

All HiQ labels are supplied in various size configurations.  For more information on size and 
quantity discounts please see our price sheet or speak directly with a Thermopatch specialist. 

Make Your Mark 

HiQ Label Types 

TT Labels TU Labels HY Labels TI Labels 

HiQ Quality 


